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The Central Problem of the direction 
of time (first stab) 

• Given the time symmetry of the equations of fundamental 
physics, how come the macroscopic world has such profound 
asymmetries in time? 



The Central Problem of the direction 
of time (second stab) 

• Given the time symmetry of the laws of fundamental physics, 
how come the macroscopic world has such profound 
asymmetries in time? 

• How can we reconcile the time symmetry of the equations 
of fundamental physics with the time asymmetry of (most 
of) the emergent higher-level equations used in science? 



The Central Problem of the direction 
of time (third stab) 

• Given the time symmetry of the laws of fundamental physics, 
how come the macroscopic world has such profound 
asymmetries in time? 

• How can we reconcile the time symmetry of the equations of 
fundamental physics with the time asymmetry of (most of) 
the emergent higher-level equations used in science? 

• How come the methods we actually use to derive the 
equations of macro-physics from more fundamental physics 
manage to produce time-asymmetric outputs from time-
symmetric inputs? 



Describing microdynamics 

• We describe the system probabilistically, by a 
probability function ρ over state space (or by a 
density operator) 

• ρ evolves by some evolution operator U: 

 

    ρ(t) = U(t) ρ(0) 



Constructing macrodynamics 

• Introduce some “coarse-graining” rule C, 
which leaves the macro-properties of ρ alone 
but washes out the fine structure (usually by 
discarding correlations/entanglement) 

• Alternate C with U: 

 

   ρ (NΔt) =UC(N Δ t)=df (C U(Δt) )N ρ 



Justifying coarse-graining 

• Maybe it’s a real physical process 

• Maybe it’s not, but we can get away with it 

 

Call an initial state ρ “forward compatible” with 
C iff for reasonable times t, 

 

   C U(t) ρ = UC (t) ρ 



The Bold Dynamical Conjecture 

• For reasonable C, all initial states are forward 
compatible with C 

 

 



The Bold Dynamical Conjecture 

• For reasonable C, all initial states are forward 
compatible with C 

 

... implies ... 

 

• For reasonable C, all initial states are backward 
compatible with C 

 

 

 



The Bold Dynamical Conjecture 

• For reasonable C, all initial states are forward 
compatible with C 

 

... implies ... 

 

• For reasonable C, all initial states are backward 
compatible with C 

... oops 

 

 



The Simple Dynamical Conjecture 

• For reasonable C, all reasonably simple initial 
states are forward compatible with C 



Two Past Hypotheses 

• The Low-Entropy Past Hypothesis:  
 The macrostate of the very early universe was 

some particular very-low-entropy state 

• The Simple Past Hypothesis: 

  The probability distribution/density operator of the 
very early universe had a reasonably simple 
microstructure 



A division of labour? 

• The assumption that the initial state has simple 
microstructure guarantees the applicability of the 
various emergent, irreversible equations that govern 
macrophysics 

 



A division of labour? 

• The assumption that the initial state has simple 
microstructure guarantees the applicability of the 
various emergent, irreversible equations that govern 
macrophysics 

• Those laws, together with the low entropy of the 
initial macrostate and all the other macrofacts about 
it, determine the actual macroscopic features of the 
present world 
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